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Abstract. Embedded systems very often demand small memory foot-
print code. A popular architectural modification to improve code density
in RISC embedded processors is to use a dual instruction set. This
approach reduces code size at the cost of performance degradation due
to the greater number of reduced width instructions required to execute
the same task. We propose a novel alternative for reducing code size
by using a single reduced instruction set queue machine. We present a
efficient code generation algorithm to insert additional instructions to be
able to execute programs in the reduced instruction set. Our experiments
show that the insertion of additional instructions is minimal and we
demonstrate improved code size reduction of 16% over MIPS16, 26%
over Thumb, and 50% over MIPS32 code. Furthermore, we show that
our compiler without any optimization is able to extract about the same
parallelism than fully optimized RISC code.

1 Introduction

One of the major concerns in the design of an embedded RISC processor is the
code density. Code density is tightly related to performance, energy consumption,
and ROM memory utilization. A well known design strategy to reduce code
size in RISC architectures is allowing the processor to execute two different
instruction sets [5,8,17]. These dual instruction set architectures provide a 32-
bit instruction set, and a reduced instruction set of 16-bit. The idea is to shorten
the instruction length to improve the code size as well as fetching efforts as
two short instructions can be read instead of one at the same cost. As the
reduced instruction set has width limitation, more 16-bit instructions are needed
to execute a given task. Since the 16-bit code requires more instructions than the
32-bit code to execute the same task, the performance of the reduced instruction
set code is lower than the 32-bit code. The ARM-Thumb [5] and MIPS16 [8] are
examples of dual instruction sets. In [5], a 30% of code size reduction with a 15%
of performance degradation is reported for the ARM-Thumb processor.

Compiler support for dual instruction set architectures is crucial to maintain
a balance between code size reduction and performance degradation due to the
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increase in number of instructions. Different researches have been proposed to
cope with this problem. Profile guided compiler heuristics at function level
granularity have been proposed in [9] to determine which code, from the
two available, maximizes the code size reduction without causing a significant
loss in performance. Halambi et.al. proposed in [6] a compiler algorithm at
instruction level granularity based on a profitability analysis function discerning
between code size and performance. A similar approach based on a path-
based profitability analysis is proposed in [15]. Kwon et.al. in [12], proposed
a compiler-architecture interaction scheme to compress even more the ARM-
Thumb instructions by using a partitioned register file and an efficient register
allocation algorithm. In [10,11], Krishnaswamy and Gupta proposed a compiler-
architecture approach where the compiler identifies pairs of 16-bit instructions
that can be combined safely into a single 32-bit instruction and replaces it
with augmenting instructions that are later coalesced by the hardware at zero
performance penalty.

An attractive alternative to reduce code size is using a queue-based com-
putation model. The queue computation model uses a FIFO data structure,
analogous to a register file, to perform computations [3]. All accesses to the FIFO
queue, named operand queue, follow the rules of enqueueing and dequeueing.
These accesses are done at the rear, and head of the queue, respectively. Thus,
instructions are free of location names from where to dequeue or enqueue their
operands. Having only the instruction itself allows the instruction set to be short.

In our previous work we have investigated and designed a Parallel Queue
Processor (PQP) based on the Queue Computation Model [16,1,2]. The PQP
breaks the rule of dequeueing to make a better utilization of the data in the
operand queue. This feature leads to better performance and shorter programs.
PQP instructions allows operands to be dequeued from a specified position with
respect of the head of the queue. Thus, PQP instruction set format requires the
encoding of the offset references making it longer than the instruction set for a
traditional queue machine. We found in [4], that for a set of scientific programs
the instructions that require two offsets are almost nonexistent. Below 10% of
the instructions require only one offset reference, and above 90% of remaining
instructions require no offsets to be specified. As queue programs require at most
one offset, we propose to reduce the number of offsets encoded in the instructions
of the PQP from two to one. Having only one offset reference to be encoded
in the instruction set saves bits in the instruction format making instructions
shorter. In this paper, we present a compiler and architecture support to reduce
code size using a reduced PQP instruction set. An efficient code generation
algorithm for 1-offset P-Code QCM is described in detail. Our algorithm is able
to reduce code size while keeping the instruction count increase very low since
the queue instructions are free of false dependencies. To our best knowledge, code
generation algorithms for queue machines have not been proposed by previous
published work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of the queue computation model, the queue compiler infrastructure,
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and describes the 1-offset P-Code QCM. Section 3 describes in detail the phases
of the code generation algorithm for 1-offset P-Code QCM. We present the results
of our approach in Section 4. We discuss our results in Section 5, and conclude
in Section 6.

2 1-Offset P-Code Queue Computation Model

Queue Computation Model (QCM) refers to the evaluation of expressions using
a first-in first-out queue, called operand queue. This model establishes two rules
for the insertion and removal of elements from the operand queue. Operands are
inserted, or enqueued, at the rear of the queue. And operands are removed, or
dequeued, from the head of the queue. Two references are needed to track the
location of the head and the rear of the queue. The Queue Head, or QH, points
to the head of the queue. And Queue Tail, or QT, points to the rear of the queue.

A program for the QCM is obtained from a breadth-first traversal of the
expressions’ parse tree [3]. Figure 1 shows the parse tree of expression x =
(a + b)/(a − b) and the resulting queue program after a breadth-first traversal
of the parse tree. The first four instructions enqueue the operands a, b, a, b from
memory into the operand queue. At this stage QH points to the first loaded
operand (a), and QT points to an empty location after the last operand (b).
The addition instruction add requires two operands to be dequeued (a and b).
QH now points to the third operand originally loaded (a). After the addition is
computed the result is written to QT. The rest of the instructions have the same
behavior until the expression has been completely evaluated and the result (x)
is dequeued to memory.

In our early work [4], we have proposed a 2-offset P-Code QCM to allow
programs to be generated directly from their directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
2-offset P-Code QCM, strictly follows enqueueing rule but has flexibility in
the dequeueing rule of operands. Operands can be taken from QH or from a
different position other than QH. The desired position of the datum that should
be dequeued is specified as an offset with respect of the position of QH.

Figure 2 shows the DAG and the 2-offset P-Code program for the same
expression shown in Figure 1, x = (a + b)/(a − b). Notice that the program

x

/

+ -

a b a b

a). Parse tree

ld   a
ld   b
ld   a
ld   b
add
sub
div
st   x

b). Queue program

Fig. 1. Queue program generation from an expression’s parse tree
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ld     a
ld     b
add    0, 1
sub   -2,-1
div    0, 1
st     x

x

/

+ -

a b

a). DAG b). 2-offset P-Code program

Fig. 2. 2-offset P-Code program generation from a directed acyclic graph

in Figure 2.b contains only one enqueue operation for operand a, and one for
operand b instead of two as in Figure 1. After operands have been enqueued the
queue contents are: a, b. The “add 0, 1” instruction has two offset references,
one for each of its operands. The first offset, 0, indicates that the first operand
should be taken from a zero distance from QH, or QH+0. That is, from QH itself.
The second offset reference, 1, indicates that the second operand should be
taken from a distance one from QH, or QH+1. After the add instruction dequeues
its first operand, a, the QH is updated and points to the next queue location,
in this case, to the operand b. After the second operand for instruction add
is dequeued, operand b, QH is updated and points to an empty location after
operand b. The add instruction is performed with operands a, b and the result,
a + b, is written back to QT, and QT is updated. At this stage, QH points to a + b,
and QT to an empty location after a + b. Next, the “sub -2, -1” instruction
takes its first operand from a distance of -2 from QH, or QH−2. A negative offset
indicates that the operand should be taken from the data in the operand queue
that has been used before by other operations. For this case QH−2 points to the
already used operand a. The second operand for sub is taken from QH−1, the
used operand b. This instruction takes its two operands from a different location
than QH, therefore, QH pointer is not updated and remains pointing to a+ b after
the sub instruction is executed. At this point, the contents of the queue are:
a + b, a − b. The following instructions are executed in similar fashion until the
final expression (x) has been computed entirely.

Together with the 2-offset P-Code QCM we developed the compiler infrastruc-
ture and code generation algorithms [4]. Our queue compiler uses GCC 4.0.2
front-end. The custom back-end of our compiler takes GIMPLE trees [13,14]
as input and generates assembly code for the PQP. GIMPLE intermediate
representation is first expanded into an unrestricted trees named QTrees. The
difference between GIMPLE and QTrees is that QTrees do not have limitation
in the number operands an expression can hold [13]. QTrees are very similar to
GENERIC trees [13] but QTrees are generated after all GCC’s tree optimizations
have been applied to GIMPLE form. QTrees are then passed to a leveling
function that creates a leveled DAG (LDAG) [7]. A LDAG is a data structure
chosen to be the input to the code generation algorithms for the queue compiler
due to its expressiveness in the relations hip between operations, operands, and
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the queue computation model. The code generation algorithm takes LDAGs to
perform the offset calculations for the operations in the program. After all P-
Code offset references are computed, the code generation algorithm produces a
linear low level intermediate representation named QIR. QIR is a one operand
intermediate representation suitable for generating final assembly code for the
PQP. The last phase of the compiler takes QIR and generates the final assembly
code for the PQP. Figure 3 shows the structure of the queue compiler.

C
program

GIMPLE

QTrees

LDAGs

QIR

Assembly
Program

QTree construction

GCC's  Front-End

Leveling function

2-offset P-Code
code generation algorithm
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Fig. 3. Queue Compiler Infrastructure

We conducted experiments to measure the distribution of P-Code instructions
required by some scientific test programs and the 2-offset P-Code QCM [4].
We found that the instructions that require the two operands to be dequeued
from a different position than QH (2-offset instructions) appear rarely in
programs. Instructions that require only one operand to be dequeued from
an offset reference from QH (1-offset instructions), and instructions that take
their operands directly from QH (0-offset instructions) are the most common
instructions in programs. Based on these experiment results, we propose a 1-
offset P-Code QCM. 1-offset P-Code QCM restricts all operations to have at
most one offset reference. This limitation forces binary operations to take one of
the operands always from QH, and the other operand can be taken from a location
different from QH. Unary operations do not suffer from this limitation since they
follow the rule to have at most one offset reference and the only operand can be
taken with an offset reference.

It is impossible for the 1-offset P-Code QCM to execute an instruction where
both operands are away from QH. To solve this problem, a special operation
named dup instruction is added to the 1-offset P-Code’s instruction set. The
semantics of the dup instruction is to copy the value of an operand in the operand
queue to QT. dup instruction takes one operand which is an offset reference. The
offset reference is used to indicate the position with respect of QH of the operand
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to be copied to QT. Figure 4.a shows the DAG for the expression x = (a+b)/(a∗a).
1-offset P-Code QCM cannot execute the multiplication node since both of its
operands are away from QH by the time the operation is evaluated. Figure 4.b
shows the DAG for the same expression augmented with dup instruction node.
The effect of the dup node is to create a copy of operand a to the place where the
dup node appears as shown with the dashed arrow. Figure 4.c lists the resulting
1-offset P-Code program. Operands a, b are enqueued. The offset for the dup
instruction is zero indicating that the operand that has to be copied is placed in
QH itself. After dup is executed, the contents of the operand queue are: a, b, a′.
Where a′ is the copy of a produced by dup. QH points to the first operand, a,
and QT points to an empty location after the operand a′. add 0 instruction takes
both operands from QH. Then mul instruction takes its first operand from QHthat
at this stage points to a′, and its second operand, a, from a distance of −2 with
respect of QH. The rest of the program is executed similarly.

ld    a
ld    b
dup   0
add   0
mul  -2
div   0
st    x

x

/

+ *

a b

a). DAG c). 1-offset P-Code program
with dup instruction

x

/

+ *

a b dup

b). DAG with dup
instruction

Fig. 4. 1-offset P-code program generation from a directed acyclic graph

1-offset P-Code QCM requires a new algorithm capable to determine the
correct location of dup instructions. In the next section we will describe in detail
the code generation algorithm for 1-offset P-Code.

3 Code Generation Algorithm

The algorithm works in two stages during code generation. The first stage
converts QTrees to LDAGs augmented with ghost nodes. A ghost node is a
node without operation that serves as a mark for the algorithm. The second
stage takes the augmented LDAGs and assigns dup instructions to the ghost
nodes when necessary. Finally, a breadth-first traversal of the LDAGs with dup
nodes computes the offset references for all instructions and generates QIR as
output. Figure 5 shows the two stages for the proposed code generation algorithm
represented by the numbered circles. The elements inside the dashed area are
the modified modules with respect of the original queue compiler [4] shown in
Figure 3.
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Fig. 5. 1-offset P-Code code generation compiler phases

3.1 Augmented LDAG Construction

QTrees are transformed into LDAGs by the leveling function. Algorithm 1 lists
the leveling function that outputs an augmented LDAG with ghost nodes. The
algorithm makes a post-order depth-first recursive traversal over the QTree. All
nodes are recorded in a lookup table when they first appear, and are created in
the corresponding level of the LDAG together with its edge to the parent node.
Two restrictions are imposed over the LDAGs for the 1-offset P-Code QCM.

Definition 1. The sink of an edge must be always in a deeper or same level
than its source.

Definition 2. An edge to a ghost node spans only one level.

When an operand is found in the lookup table the Definition 1 must be kept.
Line 5 in Algorithm 1 is reached when the operand is found in the lookup
table and it has a shallow level compared to the new level. The function
dag ghost move node() moves the operand to the new level, updates the lookup
table, converts the old node into a ghost node, and creates an edge from the
ghost node to the new created node. The function insert ghost same level()
in Line 8 is reached when the level of the operand in the lookup table is the same
to the new level. This function creates a new ghost node in the new level, makes
an edge from the parent node to the ghost node, and an edge from the ghost node
to the element matched in the lookup table. These two functions build LDAGs
augmented with ghost nodes that obey Definitions 1 and 2. Figure 6 illustrates
the result of leveling the QTree for the expression x = (a ∗ a)/(−a + (b − a)).
Figure 6.b shows the resulting LDAG augmented with ghost nodes.

3.2 dup Instruction Assignment and Ghost Nodes Elimination

The second stage of the algorithm works in two passes as shown in Lines 4
and 7 in Algorithm 2. Function dup assignment() decides whether ghost nodes
are substituted by dup nodes or eliminated from the LDAG. Once all the ghost
nodes have been transformed or eliminated, the second pass performs a breadth-
first traversal of the LDAG, and for every instruction the offset references with
respect of QH are computed in the same way as in [4]. The output of the code
generation algorithm is QIR for 1-offset P-Code.

The only operations that need a dup instruction are those binary operations
whose both operands are away from QH. The augmented LDAG with ghost nodes
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Algorithm 1. dag levelize ghost (tree t, level)
1: nextlevel ⇐ level + 1
2: match ⇐ lookup (t)
3: if match �= null then
4: if match.level < nextlevel then
5: relink ⇐ dag ghost move node (nextlevel, t, match)
6: return relink
7: else if match.level = lookup (t) then
8: relink ⇐ insert ghost same level (nextlevel, match)
9: return relink

10: else
11: return match
12: end if
13: end if
14: /* Insert the node to a new level or existing one */
15: if nextlevel > get Last Level() then
16: new ⇐ make new level (t, nextlevel)
17: record (new)
18: else
19: new ⇐ append to level (t, nextlevel)
20: record (new)
21: end if
22: /* Post-Order Depth First Recursion */
23: if t is binary operation then
24: lhs ⇐ dag levelize ghost (t.left, nextlevel)
25: make edge (new, lhs)
26: rhs ⇐ dag levelize ghost (t.right, nextlevel)
27: make edge (new, rhs)
28: else if t is unary operation then
29: child ⇐ dag levelize ghost (t.child, nextlevel)
30: make edge (new, child)
31: end if
32: return new

facilitate the task of identifying those instructions. All binary operations having
ghost nodes as their left and right children need to be transformed as follows. The
ghost node in the left children is substituted by a dup node, and the ghost node in
the right children is eliminated from the LDAG. For those binary operations with
only one ghost node as the left or right children, the ghost node is eliminated
from the LDAG. Algorithm 3 describes the function dup assignment(). The
effect of Algorithm 3 is illustrated in Figure 7. The algorithm takes as input the
LDAG with ghost nodes shown in Figure 6.b and performs the steps described
in Algorithm 3 to finally obtain the LDAG with dup instructions as shown in
Figure 7.a. The last step in the code generation is to perform a breadth-first
traversal of the LDAG with dup nodes and compute for every operation, the offset
value with respect of QH. dup instructions are treated as unary instructions by
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b). LDAG with ghost nodesa). QTree

Leveling
Function

Fig. 6. Leveling of QTree into augmented LDAG for expression x = a·a
−a+(b−a)

Algorithm 2. codegen ()
1: for all basic blocks BB do
2: for all expressions Wk in BB do
3: for all instructions Ij in TopBottom (Wk) do
4: dup assignment (Ij)
5: end for
6: for all instructions Ij in BreadthFirst (Wk) do
7: p qcm compute offsets (Wk, Ij)
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for

the offset calculation algorithm. The final 1-offset P-Code QIR for the expression
x = (a ∗ a)/(−a + (b − a)) is given in Figure 7.b.

3.3 Increase in Number of Instructions

A single dup instruction is inserted for every binary operation whose both
operands are away from QH (β).

dupi = βi (1)

The increase in number of instructions (Δ) for the 1-offset P-Code compared
to 2-offset P-Code is given by the addition of dup instructions in the program.

Δ =
n∑

i=1

(dupi) (2)

Thus, the total number of instructions for 1-offset P-Code (Total) is given by
the total number of instructions for 2-offset P-Code (T old) plus the inserted
dup instructions (Δ):

Total = T old + Δ (3)
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Algorithm 3. dup assignment (i)
1: if isBinary (i) then
2: if isGhost (i.left) and isGhost (i.right) then
3: dup assign node (i.left)
4: dag remove node (i.right)
5: else if isGhost (i.left) then
6: dag remove node (i.left)
7: else if isGhost (i.right) then
8: dag remove node (i.right)
9: end if

10: return
11: end if

/

* +

dup neg -

a b

L1

L2

L3

L4

ld     a
ld     b
dup    0
neg    0
sub   -1
mul   -2
add    0
div    0
st     x

b). 1-offset P-Code program
with dup instruction

a). LDAG with dup instructions

Fig. 7. 1-offset P-Code code generation from a LDAG

The length of the instruction set of the PQP is 2 byte [1]. The PQP has
a special instruction, covop, which extends the value of the operand of the
following instruction. The covop instructions are used to extend immediate
values that are not representable with a single PQP 16-bit instruction. Thus,
the code size for a 1-offset P-Code is obtained from the Equation 3 as:

Code Size = 2 ∗ (Total + covop) (4)

4 Experiments

We measured the code size for some benchmarks using our queue compiler
for the PQP, and using GCC version 4.0.2 for MIPS32, MIPS16, 32-bit ARM,
and Thumb architectures. We chose a set of recursive and iterative numerical
computation benchmarks including the fast fourier transform, livermore loops,
linpack, matrix multiplication, Rijndael encryption algorithm, etc. All programs
were compiled without code reduction optimizations to estimate the real
overhead of using a reduced instruction set architecture to reduce code size
and compare it with our solution. Compiler based optimization techniques for
improving code size on reduced instruction set architectures remains out of the
scope of this paper.
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Table 1. Code size comparison using GCC for different RISC architectures and the
queue compiler for the PQP

Benchmark ARM32 MIPS16 Thumb PQP
quicksort.c 0.95 0.40 0.63 0.43
nqueens.c 0.85 0.53 0.78 0.52
md5.c 0.74 0.39 0.76 0.48
matrix.c 0.93 0.42 0.63 0.68
fft8g.c 1.02 0.92 0.60 0.54
livermore.c 1.16 0.74 0.80 0.58
vegas.c 1.11 0.89 0.73 0.51
whetstone.c 1.15 0.73 0.73 0.34
linpack.c 0.97 0.58 0.81 0.52
aes.c 0.83 0.51 0.67 0.38

For each benchmark we take the code size for MIPS32 as the baseline. Table 1
shows the normalized code size for all compiled benchmarks for ARM32 in
column 2, MIPS16 in column 3, Thumb in column 4, and PQP in column 5
as compared to the baseline code size. GCC generates about the same code
size for MIPS32 and ARM32 architectures with an average difference of 3%.
For the MIPS16 and Thumb architectures, gcc reduces the code size for all
benchmarks compared to the baseline MIPS32 code size. In average, for the
MIPS16 it produces 42% smaller code size. For the Thumb it produces 24%
smaller code size. We compiled the set of benchmarks for the PQP processor
using our queue compiler. The presented results for the PQP take into account
the extra dup instructions. Most of the programs require zero or one extra dup
instruction except for linkpack.c which required six extra dup instructions. In
average, our compiler technique produces 51% smaller code than the baseline
code size. Our compiler is able to generate in average 16% smaller code than
gcc for MIPS16, and 36% smaller code than gcc for Thumb architecture. For
three of the benchmarks, quicksort.c, md5.c, and matrix.c, our compiler
generated larger code compared to MIPS16. An inspection to the source of
the programs revealed that these programs have a common characteristic
of having functions with arguments passed by value. Our queue compiler
handles these arguments sub-optimally as they are passed in memory. Therefore,
additional instructions are required to copy the values to local temporary
variables.

To compare the effect of breadth-first scheduling on parallelism, we compiled
the benchmark programs and analyzed the compile-time parallelism exposed by
the compiler. Our compiler at the moment does not include any optimization of
any kind. For the RISC code we selected GCC-MIPS compiler and we enable all
optimizations (-O3). Figure 8 shows the results of the experiment. Our compiler
is able to extract about the same parallelism than fully optimized RISC code,
in average, 1.07 times more. Our current and future work include the addition
of optimization phases on the queue compiler infrastructure.
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5 Discussion

The presented code generation algorithm efficiently reduces code size by using a
1-offset P-Code queue computation model processor. From the presented results,
we observed that our technique reduces code size while keeping the instruction
number increase very low. Techniques to reduce code size by using a dual
instruction set [5,8] have the tradeoff that the increase in number of instructions,
to relieve register pressure, leads to performance degradation of about 15%. In
our technique, the increase in number of instructions comes from the insertion
of dup instructions by the code generation algorithm. As presented in the
experiments, and as found on our previous work [4], the additional instruction
count is very low. The instructions of the PQP do not have register references
making the programs free of false dependencies and, as a consequence, the need
of spill code disappears. As future work, we will conduct experiments to measure
the performance, in terms of execution time, of our technique. We shown here
that the code for 1-offset P-Code QCM is about 50% denser than a full 32-bit
RISC processor, and we expect it to be about the same performance since the
increase of instructions is minimal. The benefits of 1-offset P-Code QCM are not
just limited to code size. Since our technique introduces very small number of
additional instructions, and the width of the instruction set is 16-bit, we expect
less power consumption while accessing the memory to fetch instructions when
compared to a fixed width 32-bit instruction set such as MIPS32.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a code generation algorithm together with a 1-offset
P-Code QCM for reducing code size. Our code generation algorithm has been
integrated to the Queue compiler and the presented results have demonstrated
the efficiency of the algorithm. The contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows: (1) the development of a new code generation algorithm for a
1-offset P-Code QCM using dup instructions and its integration to the queue
compiler infrastructure; (2) the utilization of a 1-offset P-Code QCM to reduce
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code size; (3) evidence that the queue-based computers are a practical alternative
for systems demanding small code size and high performance. Our technique is
able to generate in average 16% denser code than MIPS16, 26% denser code than
Thumb, and 50% denser code than MIPS32 and ARM architectures. Without
optimizations, the queue compiler is able to extract about the same parallelism
than fully optimized code for a RISC machine.
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